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Becoming Part of the NASA Family. The early years of space exploration were fueled by the Cold War. The
Soviet Union won the first round in October 1957 by placing Sputnik into Earth orbit.
History & Archives - Jet Propulsion Laboratory
The military history of Canada during the Second World War begins with the German invasion of Poland on 1
September 1939. While the Canadian Armed Forces were eventually active in nearly every theatre of war,
most combat was centred in Italy, Northwestern Europe, and the North Atlantic. Over the course of the war,
more than 1.1 million Canadians served in the Canadian Army, Royal Canadian Navy ...
Military history of Canada during World War II - Wikipedia
In 1492, a Spanish-based transatlantic maritime expedition led by Italian explorer Christopher Columbus
encountered the Americas, continents which were largely unknown in Europe and were outside the Old World
political and economic system. The four voyages of Columbus began the Spanish colonization of the
Americas.. For a long time it was generally believed that Columbus and his crew had been ...
Voyages of Christopher Columbus - Wikipedia
The Trans-Atlantic Slave Trade Database comprises more than 35,000 individual slaving expeditions
between 1514 and 1866. Records of the voyages have been found in archives and libraries throughout the
Atlantic world.
Voyages Database
Full Itinerary. The 3-Day Discovery Voyage is designed especially for travelers with less time. It samples all
the highlights of our Classic Discovery Voyage by focusing on the northwestern Prince William Sound.
3-Day Classic Alaska Cruise - Small Ship - Discovery Voyages
Interactive Map â€¢ Song/Liao/Jin Dynasties 907â€“1279 [Princeton University Art Museum] An excellent
brief overview of the Song, Liao, and Jin dynasties. Featuring an interactive map with an excellent
COMPARE feature that allows the user to select any two dynastic periods in Chinese history and compare
them by moving from one map to the other.
1000 to 1450: China | Asia for Educators | Columbia University
Collections of World History Lesson Plans HistorySimulation.com Engaging and interactive lesson plans.
History simulations for the American Civil War, Imperialism, World War One, World War Two, the Cold War,
and more!
World History Lesson Plans - eds-resources.com
Supplemental Sites Harriott, A Briefe and True Report of the New Found Land of Virginia, full text with
engravings on one webpage, from Documenting the American South, University of North Carolina-Chapel Hill
Library Picturing the New World: The Hand-Colored De Bry Engravings of 1590, from the University of North
Carolinaâ€“Chapel Hill Library Harriot, background, in Luminarium: 16th-Century ...
4. Illustrating the New World II, Exploration, American
PERIOD 4 REVIEW: 1450 - 1750 C.E. Mrs. Osbornâ€™s APWH Class QUESTIONS OF PERIODIZATION
This era includes only 300 years, but some profound and long-lasting changes occurred.
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